PRISONERS OF SILENCE.

Whence comes Ever West Jackson's Minstrely? These thousands of planters and farmers, who have assembled from near and far, have gathered in this exciting convention from the eastern part of the state to meet in conference with their respected State Convention. The convention meets to-day.

A Few Short Lines,  from the Office of the Editor.

"The latest news from the office is that the post-corporal has returned from the war in his usual condition.

"The post-corporal is quite ill, but is expected to recover soon."

THERE IS A MISTAKE.

"There is a mistake in the last article. The post-corporal is not ill, but is expected to recover soon."

THE AMERICAN RAILROAD.

The American railroad is in a state of perfect order, and the traveling public is hereby notified that there will be no delay on any of the lines. The company has made every effort to provide a means of transportation for all who desire to travel. The American railroad is the only railroad in the country, and it is to be hoped that all who wish to travel will make use of it.
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